Navigation Screen Replacement (WARNING-This is long and detailed):
Here are the steps I took to replace the navigation screen on a 2005 4.8is. This project is
not especially difficult. I completed it by just disassembling parts until I got down to the
individual screen unit. I did not use any specific repair manual guidance, so this is just
the way I found that worked.
Tools used:
Medium (1/4”) flat blade screwdriver wrapped with rag to pry off the trim frame
T10 Torx driver to remove the entire unit from the dash
Assorted small Phillips and flat head screwdrivers (hobby size) to disassemble
Original screen before replacement. Notice grey steak (that changed size from day to
day) along the top. BTW, before ordering a new part, I did try reseating the connection
ribbons to see if this would remove the grey streak or improve the brightness. It did not.

1. Using the screwdriver wrapped in cloth to prevent scratching, start prying gently on
the bottom of the trim frame. You will feel and see the trim starting to release, but it will
not pop out. Ensure both the right and left side on the bottom piece of the frame is
extended from its normal position then go on to the top of the frame. As others have said
when describing this process, work from bottom to top. Continue to pry out as need to

remove the trim piece. By the way, if you’re scared you might break it, ECS tuning
carries replacements. I have removed it now three times without any difficulty. This is
the trim ring unclipped and sitting in position. You can see the two top clips in the
picture. There are two similar plastic clips on the bottom of the trim frame.

2. Once you have the trim frame removed, unscrew the 4 Torx screws that hold the unit
in the dash:

3. The next thing you need to do is get the unit out of the dash with the front panel in the
open position (with the cassette opening exposed). While I have read other techniques
involving disconnecting the battery or pulling fuses, I did neither. I simply pulled the
unit out to gain access to the two electrical connectors, pushed the open button to get the
face to extend, and disconnected both connectors. If you don’t get the connectors off
quickly the face will retract and you’ll need to re-extend. The face will remain in the
open position when the connectors are removed and now you can take the unit to your
work surface.
Unit removed from dash but with electrical connectors still in place:

Picture of the two connectors you’ll need to remove. Push down on the blue/white tooth
near the grey crossbar then turn the grey bar 90 degrees. The connector will completely
release (make sure the door is extended when you remove these connectors).

Unit completely disconnect from the vehicle ready to be moved:

4. The first thing to do now is remove is the top plate of the unit – 4 Phillips screws:

Lift up on the top plate from the back of the unit. There are two small clips that are built
into the front of this plate that you will have to work free (front being the side near the
face and rear being the side towards the engine).
Unit with top plate removed:

5. Remove 4 screws, 2 on each side of the front display unit to disconnect it from the
rotating carrier arms. Careful – after this step the front will still be connected by two
copper ribbons that you don’t want to damage. Leave the face sitting loose on the side
carriers.

6. With the face loose, you can get to the next part, which is a little tricky. We need to
disconnect the ribbon, but it is still held in by the third screw on the cassette door face.
Remove only the third (far right) screw (the face is completely removed in this picture so
you can see this better):

7. Now for the delicate work-removing the two ribbon connections from the main unit.
With the face still sitting on the side carriers, adjust the unit so you can work on the area
where the ribbons are connected:

Notice the blue stripe on the face of the ribbons that show proper insertion depth. You’ll
need this later for reassembly. On the side of these connections (near the center and
marked in blue), use a small flat bladed screwdriver to gently pry up the side clip.
Warning-these clips look pretty fragile and I have no idea where you can get a

replacement if you break one. Be careful! This allows the top width of the white
connector to release and be removed from the unit. The ribbon will simply fall out with
the friction clip removed. Repeat for the second ribbon. Pull the ribbons out through the
front slot to complete release the front unit from the back.
8. Next, pull off the volume and tuning knobs from the front and remove 4 screws from
the back of this front panel to remove the back plate:

With back removed:

9. Flip the whole thing over so you can see the front and then pull circuit board from the
front plate and rotate gently (opening like a book) to leave both parts side by side. Notice
the ambient light sensor is still connected to the front plate:

10. Disconnect the two screws on the light sensor and set the front plate to the side.

11. We’re getting there. Turn the circuit board with the screen back over and remove six
screws that hold the board to its metal mounting frame. Set the screws to the side in the

same orientation that they come out of the board for proper assembly later. The center
top one is a different size:

12. Disconnect four small electrical connections from the main board by simply pulling
them out. Pay attention to how the wires are fed through the board as this will all be
separated soon and you have to get it back together later:

13. Free the connector wires from their routing inside the board slots.

14. The board is now only connected by the white ribbon cable. Rotate the unit 90
degrees and open like a book. Then remove the four screws that hold the screen to the
metal frame:

15. Extricate the screen wire from the holes in the metal frame. This will leave the
screen only connected by the white ribbon cable:

16. Pull the black connector of the white ribbon from the screen connection:

17. Free at last! You should now have the old screen completely free from all
connections. Now just follow these steps in reverse and reassemble everything. Make
sure that when you reinstall the copper ribbons into their connectors that they are pushed

down to the blue reference line to achieve a good connection. Don’t forget the third
screw on the cassette faceplate that goes through the copper ribbon.
Here is a picture of all the screws that should have been removed. They are almost all
different sizes so keep them separated:

Front Plate Screws

Carrier Side Screws

Cassette Plate #3
Screw

Light Sensor Screws

Top Plate Screws
Circuit Board

The new screen should operate properly when the entire head unit is installed back in the
car. No programming or initialization is required. My new screen has been installed for
four months now with no problems.

